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About This Game

Crystal Towers 2 XL is an adventure platform game inspired by the shareware of the 90s. Join Bernard the monk as he makes
his way through the hostile reaches of the kingdom on a quest to recover the sacred instruments that hold the world's music

together.

This XL edition is a partially remade version of the original game from 2011, adapting the game for widescreen as well as
improving a host of things that were missing the first time around.

Featuring!

 Nearly 300 individual challenges, enough to last more than your lifetime (if you're a medium-sized insect)

 Steam Achievements - some of which aren't patronizing and useless!

 Absolutely no water or ice levels!

 The Synthesizer, which lets you create magic artefacts to help you on your quest with mere hours of grinding for items!

 Use the Music Castle's free wifi to post your scorecard online and laugh at your lesser friends!

 The engine behind Five Nights at Freddy's doing something that isn't lastingly traumatic!
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 Programmer art galore!
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Title: Crystal Towers 2 XL
Genre: Indie
Developer:
David Newton
Publisher:
David Newton
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

English
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this game reminds me why japan got nuked. I played hours of this game on Newgrounds before I decided to buy it for myself,
and I definitely made the right decision: this game is fantastic.

There are a few bugs (mine crashed oce, but seems fine now), but I cant wait to see where the developers go with it! :-). I knew
it.... I'm telling you, I knew it....
I knew my mom was evil!
What I didn't is that now she has a bag on her head, an ugly dress, knifes in both hands, crying like a possessed soul, trying to
hunt me down through an abandonned mine....
Of course, I didn't do my homeworks but... Really? Do I deserve that?. played mostly in beta, out of Steam)

I wish there were more environment/social/important issues centered games like this.

This game is hard, but so is your mission in it - and for once having to save the world isn't the tired trope it is in videogames, but
a harsh, cold reality that you somehow must manage with all the limited resources at your disposal.

And in real life.. Intelligent, logical, juicy, triumphant, generous and neat. Highly recommended.. really love this game! it's very
cute, i like the sounds as well as the gameplay and the design. also, it's not that hard to play, so the frustation level is very low.
:D have played it 2 times actually and also the dlc "on a roll 2d" (which was a bit too simple, but still a nice gimmick).
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Adds a small amount of cosmetics to your wheels. You should probably get it on sale.. Not bad for a free game. The graphics
and animation weren't great, but the actual voice work saved this game.. i get to hear Kou's voice again = recommended for an
eternity. 10/10 Spent more time customising my characther than playing. To start with, the positive - the presentation is nice; the
visuals droning tone of the 'music' get you in the right mood very effectively. The gameplay on the other hand is more akin to
trying to open a series of locked doors until you find the one that opens, leading to a second series of doors. And then a third.
There's also shooting from time to time. It's not a matter of difficulty so much as it is patience.

To illustrate this, here's a summary of what I played of the first couple of levels. Starting in a long corridor I headed all the way
left, then all the way right, met with identical animations at each end. Assuming those were just the boundaries, it took a good
while before I found that you just have to head all the way left again to trigger a different animation and cause the doors to
appear. Next I found myself trapped between two barricades that hurt to touch, so I waited, smashing falling glass until
eventually my own rebounding projectiles killed me. It turns out you have to just shuffle through all (four, as it turns out) of
these barricades, taking damage from each one, before you can proceed to the boss room by going (you guessed it) all the way
left, then right, then left again. Did the boss really need me to play with a handicap to my HP in order to pose a challenge? No,
as it turns out, since the unresponsiveness of the controls and ill-defined hitboxes did me in several times, along with the lack of
brief invincibility after getting hit which meant the boss could bat me away directly into falling glass for a second hit of damage.

Eventually I beat it, leading to a maze level where each wrong door looped you back round to the start. This is where my
"picking doors until you find the right one" metaphor becomes literal, but the problem is there's no indication as to which to
pick of your (up to 5 or so) options, and it's entirely possible you just have to go through every last door before the final one
becomes the 'right' one. Again, there's no way to tell other than "keep wandering until something changes". This eventually leads
to the next boss, who is a Space Invader complete with 8-bit sounds and Galaga-style projectiles. I'm not sure what this was
meant to "symbolize" (if anything) but it scrunches the mood the game was trying to convey up into a ball and tosses it neatly
into one of those bins with a basketball hoop over it.

It was somewhere in the following level that, for the second time, one of my many deaths (there's no 'lives' counter) caused the
game to quit out on me. I'm honestly not sure if it even WAS a game-over I triggered or the game glitching out, as the effect was
the same - the graphics flicker, the sprites bug out of place then the game freezes and crashes to desktop. And no, of course it
doesn't save your progress. Back to the very beginning you go. Faced with redoing all those levels at the same glacially slow pace
again, I gave up. That's not, as the storepage description puts it, 'Nintendo Hard', that's a game deliberately trying to waste your
time.

Honestly I'm giving this a "cautious non-recommendation" in the end. This honestly shows some promise, and you can get both
the game and soundtrack for about \u00a33 like I did, which isn't a steep entry price but this may have been more at home on
Newgrounds or Kongregate as a free 'proof of concept'. If it had rethought a few of the gameplay design decisions, and had
more ways to proceed than 'wander back and forth' and some means to skip levels you've already beaten this could have been a
real gem, or at least less player-hostile.
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